Interazione paziente-medico
Medicine is an art whose magic and creative ability have
long been recognized as residing in the interpersonal aspects
of patient-physician relationship.” (Hall, 1981)

Trasformare i Servizi Retail: Design, Tecnologia, Significati
L’interazione tra paziente e medico ha un piccolo, ma
significativo impatto sul risultato delle cure mediche
(Kelley, 2004)
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“It is not [price] competition which counts but competition from the
new [goods-services], the new technology, the new type of organization
... which strikes not at the margins of the profits and output of existing
firms but at their foundations and very lives” (Schumpeter, 1942)
“The incentive to invent is less under monopolistic than under
competitive conditions” (Arrow, 1962)

Technology:
From proximity
to connection
21

The acceleration of technology is
impacting every part of business
growth. It’s changing people’s
behaviors and expectations faster
than most businesses can create
and innovate. But technology’s
pivotal role in this evolving dynamic
is to create a detailed image of
customers, bringing brands closer
to people.

Closeness does not
equal engagement
Enabled by technology, branded
experiences are more powerful than ever.
Technology has brought brands further into
people’s lives. But don’t mistake proximity
for engagement. Simply displaying ads on
smartphones and social media or getting a
voice assistant to broadcast your message
isn’t a substitute for a real relationship.

marketing trends on Google) are in the
hands of more customers each day.
However, according to this survey, despite
the attention each get in the media, the
technology that the majority3 of people
want is mobile payment technology, with
AR being the technology consumers say
they want to use the least.

New mediums for marketing such as
VR and AR (the top two1 most-searched

There are two insights here. One, the
buzz around new technology does not
necessarily align with what customers
really want. Practicality and necessity
come before impressive but less-relevant
technology. Two, it shows that customers
don’t ask for what they can’t imagine
using. AR is an abstract concept—
overlaying digital experiences in the
physical world. However, that’s not to say

The virtual reality
software and

average adult already spends two hours
and 51 minutes looking at his or her
mobile phone each day.4
Increasingly, people are looking to unplug
and get back to the real world. When
accounting for all the different brands
looking to communicate with them over
proliferating channels, it’s clear why so
many want to unplug. Brands need to
prioritize making their digital marketing
meaningful, useful, and experiential—
otherwise it’s just more noise that
audiences are increasingly tuning out. As
such, they are beginning to see the value
of real, in-person interactions more and
more.
The digitally native generation doesn’t
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Retail Transformation: User-centered Design?

Retail Transformation: Value for Business or Value for People?

THE LEADIN’ LAB MODEL
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La Ricerca 2018-19: 3 Scenari di Innovazione di Significato
Person‘s Life: The Post-Truth
MEANING of the Retail Service:
Why

Da VISITARE a STARE
Da EFFICIENTARE a VALORIZZARE IL TEMPO
Da FICTION a PRIME TIME

In the Store
Experience:
How-What

Il termine post-verità, traduzione dell'inglese
post-truth, indica quella condizione secondo
cui, in una discussione relativa a un fatto o una
notizia, la verità viene considerata una
questione di secondaria importanza.

Tecnologie Digitali: Tre modi per abilitare l’Innovazione
della experience in the store
• Must Have: sono le tecnologie che ciascun consumatore si aspetta di trovare
all’interno degli store più all’avanguardia. Pur essendo richieste, non generano
differenziazione rispetto ai competitor.

• Effetto Wow : sono tecnologie all’avanguardia, spesso usate per generare un effetto
wow nel consumatore ingaggiandolo emotivamente. Fare innovazione tramite
tecnologie a effetto wow richiede la continua implementazione di nuove soluzioni per
mantenere la sorpresa.
• Epifanie Tecnologiche: sono tecnologie che abilitano profondamente l’innovazione di
significato. Il digitale è uno strumento sostenere un’innovazione radicale nel lungo
termine.
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